Testimonials Are Us
Living Proverbs 22:6 (KJV)
Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it.
The Pena Family
L-r: Alex, Juan, Ben, Beth

It’s no accident that the Pena children are book readers. It’s also no
accident that Beth and Juan’s sons,
Alex and Benjamin, talk about favorite authors instead of TV shows.
Their TV is never on. No cable, just
an antennae, but there’s no desire to
spend time in front of the TV when
you can be out playing soccer, inside
the public library, going to a classical
concert or home playing the piano, or
setting goals for the future. And for a
few years after 2009, the third Saturday of each month there was Kids

Korner at the Methodist Church,
Centenary, to entice the family.
Beth remembers reading about Kids

Korner in The Sentinel-News, “we
Amy Waggener volunteering at
2010 KK event; son Evan is turning
Ben Pena’s head to the camera.

were just so pleased to find something to do on Saturday mornings once a
month. To get us out of the house and with other kids. Since it is just the
two of them (Alex and Benjamin) in the family, we didn’t like to be home by
ourselves all the time, so we just loved Kids Korner (KK).” The KK outing

involved the whole family. Alex and Benjamin had their activities while Juan
and Beth attended Renee Clark’s sessions for adults. It wasn’t long before Beth
was helping as a volunteer in the kitchen.
Centenary’s KK volunteers were soon inviting the Penas to come to church with
them. That first visit, “people were all very welcoming,” says Juan. “We decided to continue to attend. They were inviting us to join Sunday School, be part of
a group, so very welcoming.” And there was the added advantage that Evan
Waggener, Amy and Pen’s son and another KK volunteer helping as a kid, had
been one of Benjamin’s best pals since they were toddlers.
Amy says this about their friends, “the Pena family is such an asset to Shelby
County. We have been lucky enough to know them since Ben and Evan's preschool days. Their boys are both testaments to the fine upbringing they are receiving. Alex and Ben are both extremely bright, respectful, funny and wellrounded. Juan and Beth are both very involved with their boys and with their

friends and neighbors. I know they will miss Alex terribly but are excited for the great opportunity!”
We’ll come back to why Juan, Beth and Ben will be missing Alex when we share his story in later
paragraphs. For now, let’s concentrate on the Pena family story.
Like how the most seemingly insignificant things
come together, thanks to our loving Lord, to make
possible amazing events.
So, first there was this young Otomi, Juan, living in
the Mexican state of Hidalgo. A mining based economic area, miles and miles from, but north of
Mexico City. The Otomi are one of Mexico’s oldest indigenous ethnic groups inhabiting the central
Mexican altiplano area from before 1000 AD; 500
years before the Spanish invaded Mexico. When
Juan reached his mid-teens, he went exploring for a
brighter future. Juan discovered America as he
says, “just like Christopher Columbus. I came
without my proper documents. That’s my argument. I discovered America just like Columbus.”
Juan came with his father to the U. S. They worked with 30 other Mexicans on a large Texas ranch. “I remember I saw for the first time a bulldozer that was owned by a farmer. A bulldozer owned by one person. Not
owned by the government. That was unimaginable in Mexico. . .People (immigrants) were there (on the Texas
ranch where he worked) 20 years before they could drive a tractor. So, I realized I didn’t want it to be 20 years
before I could be (even) a tractor driver. I forced myself to learn the language (English).” Juan spoke Otomi.
His grandmother had taught him Spanish.
Juan’s ambition and hard work were supported by a man he calls his Godfather, Richard Ramsay. An anthropologist, a Quaker and a graduate of Berea College, Ramsay had met the Pena family on one of his trips to the
Hidalgo area. Ramsay helped Juan get the documents he needed, including his GED, so he could be accepted at
Berea College where the alumnus also had a brother that was dean of the college. Juan chose to study economics. He is thankful for the generosity and support of Ramsay.
Meanwhile a Bullitt Central High grad, whose father was the high school band director and whose mother
taught elementary school music, was unhappy with her studies at Center College. So many students were focused on the fraternity or sorority life, the school was not satisfying. Looking for a
new college, Beth Hettinger was struck by a moto that spoke to her heart:
“God Has Made of One Blood All Peoples of The Earth”.
“I chose Berea because I loved their moto and because it was free.” (She could work
for her tuition.) “I studied Spanish Education, but we met at the International Club.”
Lucky Juan. Lucky Beth.
Lucky? Really? Who do you think inspired someone to write that moto? Who inspired Beth to love it?
From Berea, Juan and Beth, moved to the northeast where Juan earned his Masters of Community Economic
Development from Southern New Hampshire University. Beth’s roots brought them back to Kentucky. Juan,

a U.S. citizen) found an ideal position with the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights. The commission enforces civil rights laws, does what it can to further civil rights. As Field Supervisor, Juan performs education
outreach for communities regarding civil rights, attends community meetings across the state to understand the
civil rights’ needs of an area.
Shelby County’s central location, multi-cultured society and attractive housing brought the Penas to Shelbyville. And it was the apple trees in the back yard that helped them pick their home of over 13 years. In fact,
it’s the home that Alex’s baby brother, Ben, was born in. Really!
Beth: “Benjamin was born right in this house. . .The midwife was late. Juan delivered the baby.
Can you believe that?”
Juan: “The midwife had left notes on what to do in case of an emergency”
Beth: “Oh, that’s good. I didn’t know that.”
Juan: “I never read them.”
Laughter
That’s one of the first things you notice about the Pena family. There’s lots of laughter when you are with
them. There’s pure joy in the simplest of things. The sweetest of moments come with a smile, often a laugh.
It’s wonderful to witness. Even better to experience. It’s not just happy parents. It’s happy sons.
Sons who, since family discussions began, heard the words, “shoot high.” Want to do an assignment? “Shoot
high.” Want to achieve a goal? “Shoot high.” Want to go to college? “Go to Harvard. Go to MIT.” Juan admits,
“We’ve always encouraged them to shoot high. We say, ‘here’s a way to make it. Shoot high.”
Juan gives Beth a lot of the credit for instilling their sons’ love for learning, especially reading. “She would get
lots of books. Everywhere stacks of books. Every corner. You didn’t even have a place to sit. They were on the
chairs. On the couch. You had to pick up a book to sit.”
“Juan goes too far,” Beth giggles. “But, we do all love to read. . .Juan found text books from Mexico and would
read to them every night, to help them think in Spanish.”
“We also believed from the time they were five or six it was important to be in bed early. . .8PM,” says Juan.
“It really helped. They were alert, actually capturing what the teachers had to teach first thing each day.”
So, here’s something you learn when talking to Juan and multifaceted Beth, whose current career choice is substitute instructional assistant for local schools. Their number one job is not their vocation. Their number one
job is parenting their sons to be the best at what their sons “shoot high” to achieve. The extended family, grandparents (Beth’s mother taught the grandsons piano for five years), aunts, and uncles, all encourage excelling.
Being in God’s house is also a parental responsibility. But, for two people who grew up Catholic — although
two very different experiences—Beth and Juan don’t have a habit of regular church attendance. In Juan’s situation, “I grew up you saw a priest when there was a drought or a flood. When there was too much rain you go
find a priest to stop the rain, or to start the rain depending on whether it was a flood or a drought.”
Juan, how can we be more welcoming to the Hispanic community? “I don’t think it’s the church’s fault (that
minorities visit, but don’t stay). There’s a cultural barrier. It’s not just a language barrier, they (Hispanics)
don’t understand American culture, they are unable to communicate, feel comfortable. It is challenging. And
there are lots of churches in Shelbyville that speak Spanish, have Spanish programs. The prayers are in Span-

ish. The music in Spanish. The people just feel more comfortable there. Language and culture, they are your
barriers.” Encouraging Centenary not to give up, “I think change can happen slowly. (Reaching minorities) it
can eventually happen. . .starting with the second generation like Alex and Benjamin. They just fit in society. I
think your Kids Korner program is a great program (to help
reach potential minority members).”
Son, Alex, agrees that language and culture are barriers, but he
also sees an obvious difference. “Your members don’t look
like minorities. People feel more comfortable when they enter
a place and see people like themselves.”
Alex Pena, a sophomore at Collins High School, is wise beyond his years. And he articulates his hopes, dreams and reality like a sage. No surprise he has earned the prestigious honor
of acceptance at Gatton Academy of Mathematics and Science at Western Kentucky University. That’s why, as Amy
Waggener said, his family will miss Alex when he leaves for
Bowling Green August 28th. He will join 100 other exceptional juniors and seniors to attend Kentucky’s first residential
high school for gifted and talented students. Alex will experience college academic life, graduating in two years with 60
Alex Pena
hours of college credit hours at no tuition, room or board investment. He can pursue his interests in science, technology, mathematics and, his favorite, engineering. His
Gatton graduation should help open doors to some of the top universities in the nation.
Alex told The Sentinel-News reporter, Ashley Sutter, that after visiting the academy (about three years ago)
he thought, “if I was able to go to a boarding school and be surrounded by people who love the same thing I
love, have opportunities that weren’t available to me previously and then just have fun the entire time doing it,
I don’t see why there is any down side to that. . .At the Gatton Academy you are provided with a chance to
research things. They give you opportunities, allow you to work with a professor, you can study some field of
research which you’re interested in. I think that will be incredibly fun. That’s real world experience and that’s
firsthand – I’ll be able to see how it works. I’ll be able to go through the steps. I’ll be able to create a hypothesis. I’ll be able to do all this stuff and test and be surrounded by people doing the same thing I’m doing while
doing that will be amazing.”
Alex is not naïve, “. . .A lot of time will be allocated to studying while I’m there, so I’ll miss out on a lot of
that (traditional high school) fun. But I guess I’ll be making up for it in other ways. So for the most part I
won’t be missing it, but I will be missing the relationships I’ve created with the teachers and just being in the
high school environment.” Noting, too, there will be challenges he humbly reflected, “This might be the first
time in my life where I’m not one of the kids at the top.”
From Gatton, Alex hopes to attend MIT, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, “That’s just one of the
things I would like to do. I’d like to challenge myself in that way.” But he added that attending U of L’s J B
Speed School of Engineering would have him close to home.
Alex, your Centenary family says, “You and your family are in our prayers. And Alex, shoot high!!”

